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Abstract. Although Semantic Web Services are expected to produce
a revolution in the development of Web-based systems, very few con-
crete design experiences are available; only recently, Software Engineer-
ing methods and tools have started to embrace the deployment of
Semantic Web applications. In this paper, we show how classical Soft-
ware Engineering methods (i.e., formal business process development,
computer-aided and component-based software design, and automatic
code generation) combine with semantic methods and tools (i.e., ontol-
ogy engineering, semantic service annotation and discovery) to forge a
new approach to software development for the Semantic Web. In particu-
lar, we present our experience in the participation to the Semantic Web
Service (SWS) challenge 2006, where the proposed approach achieved
very good results in solving the proposed problems.

1 Introduction

Knowledge technologies have been admired in the past for their ability to address
challenging problems, but only in a small scale. They have not been equally con-
vincing in attacking large-scale problems, in which one has to consider complex
requirements and to turn them into effective solutions.

The Semantic Web promotes the vision of an extended Web of machine-
understandable information and automated services that allows knowledge tech-
nologies to reach Web-scale. The explicit representation of the semantics of the
data and of the services will enable a new Web that provides a qualitatively
new level of service. Automated services will improve in their capacity to as-
sist humans in achieving their goals by “understanding” more of the content on
the Web, and thus providing accurate filtering, categorization, and searches of
information sources. Recent efforts around UDDI, WSDL, and SOAP are concen-
trating on making the Web more service-centric, allowing for on-the-fly software
composition through the use of loosely coupled, reusable software components.
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However, more work needs to be done before the Web Service infrastructure
can support the Semantic Web vision. Semantic Web Services (SWS) address
the automation of discovery of services of interest; mediation of data exchanged
between the different services; and mediation of processes performing service-
enabled tasks.

The emerging field of Semantic Web Services provides paradigms based on pro-
gram annotation and self-descriptive implementation, to build cross-enterprise
applications which favour flexibility, automatic resource discovery, and dynamic
evolution. However, the development of applications based on Semantic Web Ser-
vices is currently lacking a set of high level Software Engineering abstractions and
tools that may push the spreading of such technology. Moreover, as Semantic Web
and Semantic Web Services enter the real world, knowledge engineers discover the
need of finding ways for structuring their work, thus steadily embracing Software
Engineering techniques and methodologies. We believe this trend is fundamental
to face the growing need of automated interactions between business partners. In-
deed, this requires knowledge management and reasoning technologies to be com-
plemented with large-scale project management approaches.

In this paper we report one of these cases in which two groups, one from
the Web Engineering community and one from the Semantic Web community,
got engaged together in building a structured solution to the design and imple-
mentation of Semantic Web applications. This experience started with the joint
participation to the SWS challenge 2006 [1], that was scheduled as a 3-phase
event throughout the year. In this paper we report about our work that ad-
dressed the first three phases of the SWS challenge 2006. Our efforts ended up
in proposing the most complete solution for the second phase of the challenge1

and one of the best solutions for the third phase2. At the time of the writing,
the organization of the forth phase is ongoing..

The SWS challenge aims at employing semantics-based technologies on a set
of problems. The goal of the challenge is to develop a common understanding of
various technologies intended to facilitate the automation of mediation, choreog-
raphy and discovery for Web Services using semantic annotations. Participants
are not measured on computational speed, but rather on the way they opera-
tionally explore the semantic technology space. To fulfill the objectives of the
challenge, the organizers set up two scenarios covering mediation (both for data
and processes), and both static and dynamic discovery.

– In the Mediation scenario, a legacy system (Moon) is made compliant with
the Blue system that uses the RosettaNet Purchase Order (PO) [2] (a complex
XML specification as well as a simple protocol for exchanging messages about
its processing); the scenario covers data and process mediation issues. While
the Moon system requires to receive a set of messages that involves a complex
interaction, the Blue system adopts the RosettaNet messaging protocol that
relies on a simpler interaction. Furthermore the messaging format of the two

1 Budva Evaluation: http://sws-challenge.org/wiki/index.php/Workshop Budva
2 Athens Evaluation: http://sws-challenge.org/wiki/index.php/Workshop Athens

http://sws-challenge.org/wiki/index.php/Workshop_Budva
http://sws-challenge.org/wiki/index.php/Workshop_Athens
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Fig. 1. SWS challenge scenarios - Mediation scenario (a) and Discovery scenario
overview (b)

systems is different. Figure 1a reports the scenario overview proposed by the
organizers.

– The Discovery scenario requires to automatically provide the best shipping
option among different shipment services for the purchased goods (see Figure
1b). The set of shipment Web Services offers different destinations, delivery
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Table 1. SWS Challenge Levels

Level Description
0 Mediation Scenario (static).
1 Mediation Scenario (adopting to changes in systems).
1a Data Mediation.
1b Process Mediation.
2 Simple Discovery (single invocation based on service description).
2a Shipment coverage (countries, cities semantics).
2b Shipment price and weight calculations (arithmetic).
2c Shipment constraints on pick-up time and delivery (temporal semantics).
2d Shipment unit conversion (semantics of measures).
3 Composite Discovery (multiple invocations required for complete discovery).
3a Discovery 2 including request for quote and a order operation.
3b Discovery 3a including a request for multiple packages that has to be split.
3c Discovery 3b including a dynamic currency conversion.

From: http://sws-challenge.org/wiki/index.php/SWS Challenge Levels

times, prices, and pick-up policies. Hence according to the shipment details,
not all the services are suitable. In order to test the solutions, the organizers
provided a set of heterogeneous shipment goals expressed in natural language.
An example of such goal is: send one package (length 10, width 2, height 3
inches; weight 20 lbs) from California to Bristol (UK) for less than 120$.

The challenge requires participant to present their solutions, to freeze them,
and to cope with a set of previously unknown changes to proof the flexibility
of the initial solutions. The evaluation of the solutions is based on how much
the participants have to alter their systems to respond to the released changes.
Table 1 reports the levels used for the evaluation.

The problem is clearly neither a pure Semantic Web one, nor a pure Software
Engineering one. Semantics is clearly needed to address in a flexible way the
Discovery scenario, but Software Engineering tools and methods are the right
ones to address in a flexible way the Mediation scenario.

For this reason (see Section 3) we adopt an original mix of Semantic Web
and Software Engineering techniques: WSMO [3] as Semantic Web Service ap-
proach, Glue [4] as Semantic Web Service discovery engine, WebML [5] as Web
engineering model for designing and developing semantically rich Web applica-
tions implementing Service Oriented Architecture, and WebRatio [6] as WebML
CASE tool3.

The combined approach introduces Semantic Web technologies in the devel-
opment process of Web applications (see Section 2) and employs tools (i.e.,
WebRatio) developed for Web Engineering using Semantic Web languages and
tools. As a result, it offers an application that combines Web Engineering tech-
niques and Semantic Web tools and languages (see Section 4). Our experience
introduces a significant contribution in the application of Software Engineer-
ing techniques to Semantic Web application design. Section 5 reports about
the cross-fertilization between the two fields, resulting from intensive interaction

3 Online demos and further material is available at:
http://www.webml.org/sws-challenge.html

http://sws-challenge.org/wiki/index.php/SWS_Challenge_Levels
http://www.webml.org/sws-challenge.html
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Fig. 2. Phases in the development process of data- and process-intensive Web appli-
cations

between two separate research groups. In Section 6 we review related work and
solutions of other participants to the challenge. Finally, in Section 7, we summa-
rize our experience and provide some forecasts on the design and development
of model-driven Semantic Web Service application.

2 Design Methodology

The steps we adopted to solve the problems introduced by the two scenarios
are shown in Figure 2. In line with the classic Boehm’s Spiral model and with
modern methods for Web and Software Engineering, the development phases
must be applied in an iterative and incremental manner, in which the various
phases are repeated and refined until results meet the business requirements.

– Requirements specification is focused at the collection and formalization of
the essential information about the application domain and expected func-
tions.

– Process design focuses on the high-level schematization of the (possibly dis-
tributed) processes underlying the application.

– Data design is the phase in which the data expert organizes the main infor-
mation objects identified during requirements specification into a compre-
hensive and coherent domain model, that may comprise the importing of
existing ontologies and the definition of new ones.

– Hypertext design is the activity that transforms the functional requirements
identified during requirements specification into high level models, that in-
clude primitives for specifying user-browsableWeb sites and machine-readable
Web Services. These models let the architect specify how content elements are
published within pages, how services provide information to requesters, and
how hypertext elements are connected by links to form a navigable structure.
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The core phase of the method is Semantic description of the application, a
new design phase which is required to provide WSMO compatibility; it consists
in a set of tasks, partially automated, that aim at providing a set of semantic
specifications of the application to be implemented.

A detailed description of the different phases of Figure 2 is outside the scope of
this paper. A comprehensive description of the non semantic ones can be found in
[5], while details for the steps involving semantic descriptions can be found in [7].

3 Background Technologies

In the following we provide the required background on the languages and tools
used for the challenge.

3.1 WSMO, WSML and WSMX

The WSMO initiative [3,8] aims at providing a comprehensive framework for
handling Semantic Web Services which includes the WSMO conceptual model,
the WSML language [9] and the WSMX execution environment [10].

The Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) is an ontology for describing
various aspects related to Semantic Web Services. WSMO defines four modeling
elements (ontologies, Web Services, goals and mediators) to describe several
aspects of Semantic Web Services, based on the conceptual grounding of the
Web Service Modeling Framework (WSMF) [11].

Ontologies provide the formal semantics to the information used by all other
components. They serve in defining the formal semantics of the information, and
in linking machine and human terminologies.

Web Services represent the functional and behavioral aspects, which must be
semantically described in order to allow semi-automated use. Each Web Service
represents an atomic piece of functionality that can be reused to build more
complex ones. Web Services are described in WSMO from three different points
of view: non-functional properties, capabilities (describing functionalities), and
interfaces (describing the behavior). A Web Service can have multiple interfaces,
but it has one and only one capability.

Goals specify objectives that a client might have when consulting a Web
Service. In WSMO [8], a goal is characterized in a dual way with respect to Web
Services: goal’s descriptions include the requested capability and the requested
interface.

Finally, mediators provide interoperability facilities among the other elements.
They aim at overcoming structural or semantic mismatches that appear between
the different components that build up a WSMO description. For instance, a gg-
Mediator acts as a mediator between two goals, a wgMediator mediates between
a Web Service and a goal, and a wwMediator mediates between two Web Services
with mismatching interfaces.

Web Service Modeling Language (WSML) [12] offers a set of language vari-
ants for describing WSMO elements that enable modelers to balance between
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expressiveness and tractability according to different knowledge representation
paradigms. The most basic, and least expressive, variant is WSML-Core. WSML
Core is separately extended in two different directions by the variants WSML-
DL and WSML-Flight, respectively. WSML-Flight is based on a logic program-
ming variant of F-Logic [13]. Web Service Execution Environment (WSMX) is a
framework for the automation of discovery, selection, mediation, and invocation
of Semantic Web Services. WSMX is based on WSMO and, at the same time, it
is a reference implementation of it.

3.2 Glue, a WSMO-Compliant Discovery Engine

Glue [4,14] is a WSMO-compliant discovery engine that provides the basis for
introducing discovery in a variety of applications; it provides efficient pre-filtering
of relevant services and accurate discovery of services that fulfill a given requester
goal.

In conceiving Glue, the model for WSMO Web Service discovery was refined
explicating the central role of mediation:

– by making the notion of class of goals and class of Web Service descriptions
explicit;

– by making wgMediators the conceptual element responsible for evaluating
the matching; and

– by redefining the discovery mechanism as a composite procedure where the
discovery of the appropriate mediators and the discovery of the appropriate
services are combined.

Moreover, in designing Glue the authors refined the WSMX discovery engine
architecture according to their refined WSMO discovery conceptual model, both
in terms of components and execution semantics. In particular, the execution
semantics of Glue implements a composite discovery procedure that:

1. given a class of goals and an XML message containing the information de-
scribing a specific goal, constructs an instance goal;

2. looks up the wgMediators that has the class of the goal as target;
3. filters the Web Services limiting the scope to those that are sources of the

identified wgMediators; and
4. evaluates the rules in the wgMediator returning only those Web Services

that semantically match the goal.

Glue implementation uses internally F-logic (semantically close to WSML
Flight) and it is built around an open source F-logic inference engine called
Flora-2 that runs over XSB, an open source implementation of tabled-prolog and
deductive database system. Web Services and goal descriptions are represented
in F-logic, like ontologies.
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Fig. 3. The E-R diagram for the data model used of the initial Mediator

3.3 WebML and WebRatio

WebML [5] is a high-level notation for data- and process- centric Web applica-
tions. It allows specifying the conceptual modeling of Web applications built on
top of a data schema used to describe the application data, and composed of
one or more hypertexts used to publish the underlying data.

The WebML data model is the standard Entity-Relationship (E-R) model
extended with an Object Query Language [15]. Figure 3, described in details in
Section 4.2, is an E-R representation of the data needed for the Challenge sce-
nario. The expressive power of the WebML E-R model can be compared to the
WSML-Flight language. Table 2 shows the comparison of the expressive power
of WebML in respect to OWL-DL and WSML-Flight extending the comparison
presented in [7]. As WSML-Flight, the WebML data model comprises a rule lan-
guage called WebML-OQL, which allows for calculating derived information, but
not for defining constraints. WebML does not support the concepts Thing and
Nothing (as WSML-Flight does), and it cannot deal with equality related con-
structors (i.e., EquivalentClasses, SameIndividual, DisjointClasses, DifferentIn-
dividuals, and Fuctional/InverseFuctional properties); these constructors are
instead supported by WSML-Flight. Regardless, the similarity between WebML
extended E-R and WSML-Flight is sufficient to enable a partial extraction of
WSMO descriptions for E-R schemes.

Upon the same data model, it is possible to define different hypertexts (e.g.,
for different types of users or for different publishing devices), called site views.
A site view is a graph of pages, allowing users from the corresponding group to
perform their specific activities. Pages consist of connected units, representing at
a conceptual level atomic pieces of homogeneous information to be published: the
content that a unit displays is extracted from an entity, and selected by means of
a selector, testing complex logical conditions over the unit’s entity. Units within
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a Web site are often related to each other through links carrying data from
a unit to another, to allow the computation of the hypertext. WebML allows
specifying also update operations on the underlying data (e.g., the creation,
modification and deletion of instances of an entity, or the creation and deletion of
instances of a relationship) or operations performing other actions (e.g. sending
an e-mail). In [16] the language has been extended with operations supporting
process specifications.

To describeWebServices interactions,WebML includes someWebServiceprim-
itives [17].WebServices operation symbols correspond to theWSDLclasses ofWeb
Service operations: Request-response, Response, Solicit, and One-way units
can be used in WebML for describing Web Service interactions.

Table 2. Expressive power comparison between ontology languages

OWL Abstract Syntax DL syntax WSML-F WebML E-R and OQL
Axioms
Class(A partial C1 . . . Cn) A ⊆ Ci + + (Ci �= ⊥; A �= ⊥)
Class(A complete C1 . . . Cn) A ≡ C1 ∩ . . .∩Cn + + (A, Ci �= ⊥; T )
EnumeratedClass(Ao1 . . . on) A ≡ {o1, . . . , on} − −
SubClassOf(C1C2) C1 ⊆ C2 + +
EquivalentClasses(C1 . . . Cn) C1 ≡ . . . ≡ Cn + −
DisjointClasses(C1 . . . Cn) Ci ∩ Cj ⊆ ⊥ + −
ObjectProperty(R super(R1) . . . super(Rn) R ⊆ R1 + +

domain(C1) . . . domain(Cn) T ⊆ ∀R−.Ci + + (Ci �= ⊥)
range(C1) . . . range(Cn) T ⊆ ∀R.Ci + + (Ci �= ⊥)
[inverseOf(R0)] R ≡ R−

0 + +
[Symmetric] R ≡ R− + ∼ (R and R− with same name)
[Functional] T ⊆≤ 1R + −
[InverseFunctional] T ⊆≤ 1R− + −
[Transitive]) Trans(R) + −

SubPropertyOf(R1 . . . R2) R1 ⊆ R2 + + (domain(Ri), range(Ri)�= T )
EquivalentProperty(R1 . . . Rn) R1 ≡ . . . ≡ Rn + + (domain(Ri), range(Ri)�= T )
Individual(o type(C1) . . . type(Cn) o ∈ Ci + +

value(R1o1) . . . value(Rnon)) < o, oi >∈ Ri + +
SameIndividual(o1 . . . on) o1 ≡ . . . ≡ on − −
DifferentIndividuals(o1 . . . on) oi �= oj , i �= j −* −*
Descriptions (C)
A (URI Reference) A + +
owl:Thing T − −
owl:Nothing ⊥ − −
intersectionOf(C1 . . . Cn) C1 ∩ . . . ∩ Cn + rhs**
unionOf(C1 . . . Cn) C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cn lhs*** rhs**
complementOf(C0) ¬C0 − −
oneOf(o1 . . . on) {o1 . . . on} lhs*** −
restriction(R someValuesFrom(C)) ∃R, D lhs*** rhs**
restriction(R allValuesFrom(C)) ∀R, D rhs** rhs**
restriction(R value(o)) ∃R, o + rhs**
restriction(R minCardinality(1)) ≥ 1R − rhs**
restriction(R minCardinality(n)) (n > 1) ≥ nR − rhs**
restriction(R maxCardinality(n)) ≤ nR rhs** rhs**

+ The language fully support the related concept.
− The language does not support the related concept.
* Notice that already all individuals in an WSML Flight knowledge base and WebML
repository are different; therefore, an explicit assertion would be superfluous.
** May only be used in partial class definitions and on the right-hand side (as the
second argument) of SubClassOf.
*** May only be used on the left-hand side (as the first argument) of SubClassOf.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Example of WebML hypertext model with invocation of remote service

Request-response and Response operations are triggered when the user nav-
igates one of their input links; from the context transferred by these links, a
message is composed, and then sent to a remote service as a request. In the case
of a synchronous request-response, the user waits until the response message is
received, then continues navigation as indicated by the operation’s output link.
Otherwise, navigation resumes immediately after the message is sent. Solicit
and One-way are instead triggered by the reception of a message. Indeed, these
units represent the publishing of a Web Service, which is exposed and can be
invoked by third party applications. In the case of One-way, the WebML spec-
ification may dictate the way in which the response is built and sent to the
invoker. Moreover, Web Services publishing units cannot have output links lead-
ing to pages, because there is no user interaction involved in the response to
the caller. Another operation typically involved in Web Service interactions is
the Adapter unit, which is able to apply any kind of XSLT transformation to
a XML document. This unit is often used in conjunction with the XML-In unit
or the XML-Out unit: the first is used to import canonic XML data (formatted
according a particular XSD) into the database, the latter to extract database
instances and convert them to the a canonic XML format.

Figure 4 shows an hypertext example that includes the model of a Web Service
call and of the called service. Supply Area of Figure 4a is an area of a Web site for
supply management. The employee can browse the SupplySearch page, in which
the SearchProducts entry unit permits the input of search criteria. navigating
the link outgoing the entry unit, a request message is composed and sent to the
RemoteSearch operation of a Web Service. The user then waits for the response
message, containing a list of products satisfying the search criteria. From these
options, a set of instances of Product are created, and displayed to the user by
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means of the Products index unit in the Products page; the user may continue
browsing, e.g., by choosing one of the displayed products and looking at its
details. Figure 4b represents the model of the RemoteSearch service invoked by
the previously described hypertext. The interaction starts with the SearchSolicit
unit, which denotes the reception of the message. Upon the arrival of the message,
an XML-out operation extracts from the local data source the list of desired
products and formats the resulting XML document. The SearchResponse unit
produces the response message for the invoking Web Service.

The WebML language is extensible, allowing for the definition of customized
operations and units. It has been implemented in the CASE tool WebRatio [6], a
development environment for the visual specification of Web applications and the
automatic generation of code for the J2EE and Microsoft .NET platforms. The
design environment is equipped with a code generator that deploys the specified
application and Web Services in the J2EE platform, by automatically generating
all the necessary pieces of code, including data extraction queries, Web Service
calls, data mapping logics, page templates, and WSDL service descriptors.

4 Our Solution to the SWS Challenge

In this section we describe the general approach to the SWS challenge scenarios,
and how we faced the three phases of the challenge. In the first place we provide
an overview of the initial solution. Then we give some insight about how we
coped with the changing requirements and about the effort required to adapt
our solution to the subsequent new scenario specifications.

4.1 Integration of Web Engineering and Semantic Web Tools

Figure 5 summarizes our approach to the problem of designing Semantic Web
Service-based applications. The blue blocks highlight the basic steps that have
been derived from the methodology described in Section 2 for designing Web
applications. The various steps produce some artifacts (BPMN models, WebML
skeletons, data models, hypertext models), possibly enriched by imported on-
tological descriptions (on top of Figure 5). These ”conventional” software engi-
neering artifacts are exploited for deriving the set of WSMO specifications (at
the bottom of Figure 5):

– the description of the mediator can be extracted from the hypertext describ-
ing the mediator;

– the Web Services capability description is derived from the hypertext model;
– the choreography information is derived from the Business Process (BP)

model;
– and the user goals are derived from both the BP model and the hypertext

model.

This approach seamlessly fits into traditional Software Engineering methods
and techniques based on system modeling (i.e. Model Driven Design and Model
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Fig. 5. Overall design methodology for Semantic Web Service-based applications

Fig. 6. Example of WebML model exploiting the Semantic Web units

Driven Architectures); therefore, existing CASE tool for Model Driven Design
(MDD) can be easily extended for supporting the process. Details on the ap-
proach and relative examples can be found in [7].

In order to support the query over ontologies, new WebML units have been de-
vised [18]. In particular we extended the WebML basic primitives provided by the
hypertext model (e.g., Index and Data units) to support ontological data sources
(e.g., RDF/OWL ontologies) and we provided a new set of primitives specifically
designed to exploit ontologies characteristics and reasoning over them. These
new units are aggregated primitives that, depending on the type of param-
eters, execute differently. The units (SubClassOf, InstanceOf, HasProperty,
HasPropertyValue, PropertyValue, SubPropertyOf) aim at providing explicit
support to advanced ontological queries. They allow to extract classes, instances,
properties, values; to check existence of specific concepts; and to verify whether
a relationship holds between two objects.

Figure 6 depicts a fragment a WebML application that allows to retrieve
artists or albums whose names sound in a similar way to the name specified by
the user. The ontology adopted in the example is the MusicBrainz ontology [19].
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The value submitted in the form is passed to the HasPropertyValue unit that
extracts a set of URIs of instances (albums or artists) that have value as value of
the mm:soundsLike property. The set of URIs is then passed to the InstanceOf
unit that checks if they are instances of the class Artist. In this case, the URIs
are passed over through the OK link to an Index unit showing list of Artists,
otherwise the URIs are passed on the KO link to publish a list of Albums (not
shown in the figure).

In general, each WebML semantic unit can automatically extract a RDF de-
scription of its contents. The designer has to specify how he wants to use the
RDF fragments; for instance, it is possible to aggregate the fragments of all the
units in the page and publish the aggregate at the bottom of the page, as a
global semantic annotation of the page itself; another option could be to main-
tain them separated and publish the RDF annotation for each unit in the page.
For instance, annotations can be generated as RDF expressions [20].

Besides the units for ontological data query, we introduce also three new
units working at a upper level: the Set Composition operation unit is able
to perform classic set operations (i.e., union, intersection, difference) over two
input sets of URIs, considering the hierarchy of the URIs involved; the Import
Ontological Source unit adds a remote or local data source that must be
consistent with ontological model of the web application (it’s validated against
it before being added to the ontology); and finally, the Describe unit returns
the RDF description of an URI, thus enabling data exporting and semantic
annotation of pages.

4.2 Initial Modeling

Mediation scenario. The modeling of the mediator started from the design
of the data model. The RosettaNet message was analyzed and a corresponding
WebML E-R diagram was obtained from it. We identified four main entities:
PurchaseOrder, Partner, Status, and ProductLineItem as shown in Figure 3.

As showed by relationships in Figure 3, each PurchaseOrder instance has:
one of more ProductLineItem instances, three Partner instances representing
respectively the Buyer, the Seller and the Receiver. The entity Status tracks the
status of each PurchaseOrder.

Once the WebML data model was completed, we started modeling the Web
Service providing the mediation feature. An high level Business Process Model-
ing Notation (BPMN) model is created representing the mediator (see Figure 7),
which formalizes the orchestration of the Moon Web Services, and defines states
pertaining to the mediation process according to the scenario specification. Then,
the BPMN model is used to automatically generate a WebML skeleton that is
manually refined to complete the design of the mediator. The final model for the
Blue to Moon mediator is reported in Figure 8a. Each row of the model depicted
in the Figure corresponds to a specific step that the mediator must perform. Each
of these steps comprises a set of specific operations on the received messages or on
the local data. We exemplify in details the first two steps of the mediator, namely
(i) the reception of the RosettaNet message and its forwarding to the legacy sys-
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Fig. 7. The BPMN model of the Mediator from Blue-to-Moon

tem; and (ii) the selection of the Buyer Partner. First, we modeled the operation
receiving the RosettaNet message and forwarding the order to the legacy system:

1. As soon as the order is received (Pip3A4PurchaseOrderRequestSolicit Unit),
the Pip3APurchaseOrder is converted (Lifting Adapter Unit) and stored
in the database (StorePip3A4PurchaseOrder Unit), the status of the cur-
rent Pip3APurchaseOrder is set to “To Be Processed” (SetProcessStatus
Connect Unit, that creates new relationship instances between objects) and
the Acknowledge message is returned to the service invoker (SendReceipt-
AcknowledgementResponse Unit).

2. Next, the Buyer Partner is selected (SelectBuyer Selector Unit, that
retrieves data instances according to a specified selector condition) and a
message to query the Customer Relationship Management service (CRM)
is created (Lowering Adapter Unit) and sent to the legacy system
(ObtainMoonCustomerID Request-Response Unit). Once a reply has been
received, the CustomerId is extracted from the reply message (Lifting
Adapter Unit) and stored in the data model (StoreCustomerID Mod-
ify Unit). The status of the order is set to “CustomerId received”
(SetProcessStatus Connect Unit).

Analogous operations are performed for the remaining steps (lines 3 to 5 in
Figure 8a).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. The complete WebML model of the Mediator: (a) shows the Blue-to-Moon
mediator, while (b) shows the Moon-to-Blue mediator

Figure 8b shows the corresponding process required at the legacy system for
receiving order lines:

1. For each line confirmation (OrderLineItemConfirmation Solicit Unit), the
status is extracted (Lifting Adapter Unit), the relative order and line
stored in mediator database are selected (SelectOrder and SelectLineItem
Selector Units), and the status of the stored line is modified according to the
received confirmation (SetLineStatus Modify Unit). Eventu-
ally the Acknowledge message is returned to the service invoker
(OrderLineItemReceiptAck Response Unit).
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// temporal aspects
dateTime::instant[ date=>date, time=>time ].
before(X,Y) :− before(X.date,Y.date)); ((equal(X.date,Y.date), before(X.time,Y.time)).

// geographical aspects (i.e., taxonomy of continents, countries, nations and cities)
worldwide.
europe::worldwide.
italy::europe.
checkContainmentOfPickupLocation(Request, Provider) :−

Request[pickupLocation−>X], Provider[pickupLocations−>>Y], (X=Y;X::Y).

// price aspects (e.g., dimensional weight)
calculateWeightForPricing(ActualGoodWeight,GoodDimension,CalculatedWeightForPricing) :−

DimensionalWeight is (GoodDimension.l∗GoodDimension.w∗GoodDimension.h)/166,
(

(ActualGoodWeight > X , CalculatedWeightForPricing is ActualGoodWeight);
(ActualGoodWeight = X , CalculatedWeightForPricing is ActualGoodWeight);
(ActualGoodWeight < X , CalculatedWeightForPricing is DimensionalWeight)

)
.

� �

Listing 1.1. Ontologies modeled for the discovery scenario

2. When all the lines have been received (AllLinesConfirmationReceived?
Switch Unit), the XML serialization of the data for the current Pip3A-
Purchase
Order is extracted (ExtractOrderData XML-Out Unit) and a Roset-
taNet Purchase Order Confirmation (POC) message is created (Lowering
Adapter Unit) and sent to the RosettaNet client (SendPOC Request Unit)
and the status of the order is set to “Rosetta PO Confirmation sent”
(SetProcessStatusConnect Unit).

The SOAP messages transformation to and from the WebML data model are
performed by proper WebML units (Adapter units) that apply XSLT transfor-
mations; XSLT stylesheets can be designed with an XML-to-XML visual map-
ping tool. A prototype tool is included in our toolsuite, but any other tool can
be used (e.g., IBM Clio [21]).

Discovery scenario. First of all, we focused on the design of a set of ontolo-
gies. Each of them defines a set concepts within a domain and the relationships
between those concepts. In particular, we modeled four ontologies including date-
time, location, products and shipments. Listing 1.1 shows the definitions of some
concepts (both geographical concepts, like italy, and temporal concepts like
dateTime, that is an instant enriched with a date and a time) and axioms (like
calculateWeightForPricing, which encodes the rules to compute the weight
used to determine the price of a package). The development for the two scenarios
was kept to the minimum necessary. For example, our date-time ontology is not
expressive enough to model the generic notion of “business day”.

Secondly, we worked in designing the goals. We defined two classes of goals,
respectively for shipment and for purchasing. In both cases, we modeled post-
conditions part of the capabilities. Listing 1.2 shows the class of goals for the
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/∗ The Shipment Goal Class ∗/
goalClass Shipment::goalClass[

capability=>capabilityGoal Shipment::capabilityGoal[
postcondition=>requestsShipmentService

]
].

requestsShipmentService[
requestedPickupLocation=>location,
requestedDeliveryLocation=>location,
currentDateTime=>dateTime,
requestedPickupDateTimeInterval=>dateTimeInterval,
requestedDeliveryDateTime=>dateTime,
requestedDeliveryModality=>deliveryModality,
requestedGuarantee=>guarantee,
goodWeight=>float,
goodDimension=>dimension,
requestedShipmentPriceInterval=>priceInterval

].

/∗ A Shipment Goal Class Instance ∗/
goalInstance:goalClass Shipment[

capability−> #:capabilityGoal Shipment[
postcondition−> #:requestsShipmentService[

requestedPickupLocation−>stanford,
requestedDeliveryLocation−>sacramento,
currentDateTime−> #:dateTime[

date−> #:date[dayOfMonth−>28,monthOfYear−>4,year−>2006],
time−> #:time[hourOfDay−>23,minuteOfHour−>0,secondOfMinute−>0]

],
requestedPickupDateTimeInterval−> #:dateTimeInterval[

start−> #:dateTime[...],
end−> #:dateTime[...],

],
requestedDeliveryDateTime−> #:dateTime[...],
requestedDeliveryModality−>letter,
requestedGuarantee−>guaranteeYes,
goodWeight−>10,
goodDimension−> #:dimension[l−>100,w−>100,h−>100],
requestedShipmentPriceInterval−> #:priceInterval[start−>0,end−>1000]

]
]

].
� �

Listing 1.2. The shipment goal class and an instance of it in F-logic

shipment (named goalClass Shipment) and an instance of it, which is named
goalInstance and requires the shipment of a good of given properties at a given
time from Stanford to Sacramento.

Then, we focused on Web Services, whose functions are described in terms of
capabilities stating what must be true about the input to the service (precondi-
tion) and the state of the world (assumption) in order for the service to be invoked;
capabilities also state what will be true about the output of the service (postcon-
dition) and the state of the world (effect) after the service invocation. Moreover,
an interface of a WSMO Web Service contains a choreography description to de-
scribe how to invoke the service and an orchestration description to state which
other services are used by this service in order to provide its functionality.

We modeled the classes of Web Services for shipment and purchasing. In both
cases, we modeled all the restrictions that must hold in order to invoke the service
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/∗ The Shipment Service Class ∗/
wsdClass Shipment::wsdClass[

capability=>capabilityWSD Shipment::capabilityWSD[
assumption=>restrictionsOnShipmentService,
postcondition=>providesShipmentService

]
].

restrictionsOnShipmentService[
minNumOfHoursBetweenOrderAndPickup=>integer,
maxNumOfDaysBetweenOrderAndPickup=>integer,
maxNumOfDaysBetweenOrderAndPickup=>integer,
maxNumOfDaysBetweenOrderAndDelivery=>integer,
minPickupDTInterval=>integer,
maxPickupDTInterval=>integer,
maxGoodWeight=>float,
weightToDimensionalWeightThreshold=>float

].

providesShipmentService[
pickupLocations=>>location,
deliveryLocations=>>location,
pickupTimeInterval=>timeInterval,
price=>>shipmentPricing

].

/∗ An instance of the Shipment Service Class ∗/
wsdInstance Shipment13:wsdClass Shipment[

nonFunctionalProperties−> #[ dc publisher−>’Muller’],
capability−> #:capabilityWSD Shipment[

assumption−> #:restrictionsOnShipmentService[
minNumOfHoursBetweenOrderAndPickup=>0,
maxNumOfDaysBetweenOrderAndPickup=>2,
maxNumOfDaysBetweenOrderAndPickup=>5,
minPickupDTInterval=>7200,
maxPickupDTInterval=>259200,
maxGoodWeight=>50,

],
postcondition−> #:providesShipmentService[

pickupLocations−>>{northAmerica,africa,asia,europe},
deliveryLocations−>>{northAmerica,africa,asia,europe},
pickupTimeInterval−> #:timeInterval[...],
price−>>{ #:shipmentPricing[

location−>worldwide,
deliveryModality−>deliveryModality,
guarantee−>guaranteeNo,
basePrice−>10,
pricePerWeight−>5],

}
]

]
].

� �

Listing 1.3. The shipment service class and an instance of it in F-logic

as assumptions, and the results provided by the service as postconditions. Listing
1.3 shows the class of shipment Web Services (named wsdClass Shipment) and
an instance of it, which is named wsdInstance Shipment13 and describes a
service that can deliver goods in north and south America, Africa, Asia and
Europe. Finally, we modeled the matching rules within a wgMediator, which
allow the engine to check whether a specific Web Service satisfies a goal. In our
case, we wrote the rules by using the F-logic syntax and they can be divided in
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/∗ Rule that calculates intermediate results ∗/
calculateShipmentPrice(ShipmentPricing,Location,DeliveryModality,Guarantee,GoodWeight,

PriceCalculated) :−
(Location::ShipmentPricing.location;Location=ShipmentPricing.location),
(DeliveryModality::ShipmentPricing.deliveryModality;DeliveryModality=ShipmentPricing.

deliveryModality),
(Guarantee=ShipmentPricing.guarantee;Guarantee=guaranteeNo),
PriceCalculated is (ShipmentPricing.basePrice + (GoodWeight−1)∗ShipmentPricing.

pricePerWeight).

/∗ Rule that evaluates assumptions ∗/
checkRestrinctionOnMaxNumOfDaysBetweenOrderAndPickupInterval(RequestsShipmentService,

RestrictionsOnShipmentService) :−
RequestsShipmentService[

currentDateTime−>OrderDateTime,
requestedPickupDateTimeInterval−> [

start−>PickupDateTimeStart,
end−>PickupDateTimeEnd

]
],
RestrictionsOnShipmentService[

maxNumOfDaysBetweenOrderAndPickupStart−>MaxDaysForStart,
maxNumOfDaysBetweenOrderAndPickupEnd−>MaxDaysForEnd

],
daysBetween(PickupDateTimeStart,OrderDateTime,X),
(X<MaxDaysForStart;X=MaxDaysForStart),
daysBetween(PickupDateTimeEnd,OrderDateTime,Y),
(Y<MaxDaysForEnd;Y=MaxDaysForEnd).

/∗ Rule that encodes a necessary condition ∗/
checkContainmentOfPickupAndDeliveryLocation(RequestsShipmentService,

ProvidesShipmentService) :−
RequestsShipmentService[requestedPickupLocation−>X],
ProvidesShipmentService[pickupLocations−>>Y],
(X=Y;X::Y),
RequestsShipmentService[requestedDeliveryLocation−>H],
ProvidesShipmentService[deliveryLocations−>>K],
(H=K;H::K).

� �

Listing 1.4. Matching rules used by the wgMediator

three groups: those that calculate intermediate results (such as the price), those
that evaluate the restrictions in the assumption part of the description and those
that describe the transactions in the postcondition part of the description.

Listing 1.4 shows an example of each type of rule:

– The first rule calculates the shipment price by summing a base price and an
amount of money that is proportional to the weight of the good. The appro-
priate tariff (i.e., base price and the other coefficient) is chosen according to
the delivery location, the required guarantee, and the delivery modality.

– The second rule verifies that there is at most a predefined number of days
between the date in which the order has been created and the first day in
which the pick up may occur (the same control is verified for the last day
in which the pick up can occur). The maximum number of allowed days is
included in the description of every service.

– The last rule checks whether the pick up and delivery locations that have
been required in the goal are included in the list of locations in which a ser-
vice operates (e.g., the requestedPickupLocation of the goal has to be the
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Table 3. The ranking criteria for the shipment service discovery

Rank Checked Constraints
1 All restriction checked.
2 Shipment price is not checked.
3 No check for pickup interval.
4 Only weight and location are checked.

same or a subclass of a pickupLocation declared in the service description);
otherwise the service is discarded.

Rules serve also the purpose to rank services according to some predefined
criteria. We defined four levels of ranking of the discovery results, allowing for
choosing an alternative shipment solution when no exact match is found (see
Table 3).

The WebML model shares the goal model with the discovery engine and allows
the user to interact with it by providing a browsable front-end for defining and
refining the requests (see Figure 9). As results of a request the user sees a list
of Web Services which satisfy goal criteria, and he may choose among them the
one to be invoked.

4.3 Second Phase of the Challenge

To test the flexibility of the solutions proposed by participants to the chal-
lenge, the SWS challenge organizers introduced some changes in the two sce-
narios. The separated approaches we initially used to solve the two scenarios
permitted us to address the new changes in a easy way. This also proved that
our initial choice of adopting a Software Engineering approach for the medi-
ation scenario and a Semantic Web approach for the discovery scenario was
good.

Mediator scenario. In the Phase II of the challenge, the new requirements
imposed a change in the format of the exchanged messages and a change in the
mediation process. The change in the format required an adjustment of the data
model: we introduced a new relationship between the entity ProductLineItem
and the entity Partner. Then we modified the mediator process: when the Stock
Management system is unable to fulfill a request from the customer and replies

Fig. 9. The WebML model that provides the user interface towards the discovery
engine
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Fig. 10. The WebML model of the modified portion of the Mediator (cfr. Figure 8b)

that the particular line item cannot be accepted, the new Mediator contacts the
legacy Production Management system in order to search an alternative product.
To fulfill this new requirement, we changed the mediator by introducing a chain
of operations needed to query the new Production Management Web Service
(Figure 10).

Discovery scenario. The new discovery scenario involved the capability of
adding some instances to the ontologies (e.g. Oceania as a possible location),
changing some instances of Web Services (e.g. updating latest pick up time,
removing the distinction between letter and wordwidePriorityExpress as
possible delivery modalities), and calculating the shipping price by means of
more complex rules. Most of the changes required in the discovery scenario were
addressed through minor modifications of the solution. The significant change
was the introduction of the shipping price as a function on the weight, loca-
tion, and delivery modality (see Listing 1.5). The calculated price is used by
other rules to filter the results according to the maximal price expressed in the
goal.

Generally speaking, because of the application of the Software Engineer-
ing methods and development processes, applying changes to the application
proved to be relatively inexpensive in terms of development effort, especially
if compared with pure Semantic Web-based approaches. Indeed, our solution
allows faster development thanks to the use of high-level conceptual model-
ing. Most of the changes could be applied at a high level of abstraction, to
the design specification of the application, instead of burdening with manual
low level coding of the modified requirements, as typically needed for other
approaches.
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// Rule that calculate the price of the shipment
calculateShipmentPrice(ShipmentPricing, Location, DeliveryModality, Guarantee,

CalculatedWeightForPricing, NumberOfPackages, PriceCalculated) :−
// select the ShipmentPricing in accord with Location, DeliveryModality and Guarantee
(Location::ShipmentPricing..location ; Location = ShipmentPricing..location),
(DeliveryModality::ShipmentPricing.deliveryModality ; DeliveryModality = ShipmentPricing.

deliveryModality),
(Guarantee = ShipmentPricing.guarantee ; Guarantee = guaranteeNo),
// calculate the price for one package
PriceCalculatedForOnePackage is (ShipmentPricing.basePrice + CalculatedWeightForPricing ∗

ShipmentPricing.pricePerWeight),
(

// if there is no a flat rate for a collection of packages, then the price for one package is
multiplied for the number of packages

(ShipmentPricing.additionalPricePerCollection = (−1),
PriceCalculated is (PriceCalculatedForOnePackage ∗ NumberOfPackages));
// if there is a flat rate for more than one package, than that rate is added to the price for

one package
(ShipmentPricing.additionalPricePerCollection > (−1),
PriceCalculated is (PriceCalculatedForOnePackage + ShipmentPricing.

additionalPricePerCollection))
).

� �

Listing 1.5. The updated calculateShipmentPrice rule to calculate the shipment price

4.4 Third Phase of the Challenge

Phase III of the challenge did not introduce any substantial new requirement,
therefore we concentrated on improving and refining our previous solution solv-
ing some of the open issues in our approach.

Mediation scenario. In the previous challenge edition we did not completely
address some of the changes to the Mediation scenario. Among them we did
not consider the process changes required in order to deal with the introduction
of the optional shipment address for each line item. According to the modified
scenario, line items must be grouped according to their shipment address and
for each group an independent new order has to be sent to the Moon legacy
system. We improved our mediator handling this requirement (see Figure 11):
i.e., we introduced a loop over every shipment address associated to the incoming
RosettaNet purchase order; inside the loop, a new shipment order for every
different address is created, and each line item with that address is added to
the new order; finally the order is closed, and the next address, if available, is
processed.

Discovery scenario. The Glue discovery engine employed in Phase II assumes
that every Web Service description is statically available. In general, Glue as-
sumes no dynamic dependencies between Web Service descriptions and the goal.
However, in many real scenarios a service exposes one or more operations for
negotiating the service itself. This means that some operations of the services
are intended to be invoked for retrieving dynamic information that may be used
for the discovery and negotiation of the services. For instance, in the case of
the SWS challenge, the shipping services provide an operation that calculates
the price for shipping a product. This information can be exploited for a better
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Fig. 11. The improved version of the Mediator (cfr Figure 8a)

discovery process that involves also negotiation of the service according to the
price, which is dynamically calculated depending on the goods to be shipped.

In order to take this new requirement into consideration, several changes have
been introduced in Glue. Indeed, the current implementation of Glue as stan-
dalone component only supports discovery; negotiation and selection are left to
the application in which Glue is integrated. Nevertheless, by delegating invo-
cation to an external component, we extended the version of Glue used in the
challenge in order to support negotiation and selection.

At conceptual level we model both goal and Web Services making explicit
differences among:

– “discovery” capabilities, which are static description of the service in terms
of functional properties,

– “selection” capabilities, which are static or dynamic non functional descrip-
tions;

– “negotiation” capabilities, which are description of the service that need to
be evaluated by invoking one or more operation of the service (for describing
the choreography we relay on WebML).

Not surprisingly the different modelling of goals and Web Services has some
implication on Glue, but they are limited to the Communication Manager and
the execution semantics. An important result is that the mediation centric ap-
proach adopted for the discovery covers also the need of negotiation and selection.
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4.5 Handling the Requirements of the Future Edition of the SWS
Challenge

The scenarios for the next series of the SWS challenge workshop have been
already presented. In particular, a totally new discovery scenario is under devel-
opment where a buyer of computer wants to choose among competing services
offering computers and related accessories4. This challenges current technologies
of the participants requiring dynamic services discovery and composition. We
plan to solve this scenario by exploiting the concept of ggMediator to decom-
pose the original goal of buying different products to a set of smaller goals that
contain only a single product. In this way, we will be able to match the best
provider to each single product.

5 Experience

In this Section we report on the joint work experience that allowed to build
up our solution. Our results were contributed by two research groups with dif-
ferent expertise; the group from Politecnico contributed the know-how on Web
Engineering, the group from Cefriel contributed expertise on Semantic Web tech-
nologies and techniques.

During the first meetings and for the period of time towards the first workshop
of the challenge, the two teams were not confident about the results they could
achieve combining their expertise, mainly because of the poor knowledge of the
other party’s technology. We went to the workshop at Stanford mainly for our
curiosity about the current status of SWS research in other teams across the
world. After the first workshop, our confidence on the possibility of reaching
good results in the challenge totally changed. We had the chance to sit together
for a longer time than in the previous meetings and to exchange our respective
expertise: rapid prototyping and rule-based reasoning has lead to very effective
software delivery.

We recall that we adopted an approach mainly based on the Software En-
gineering methods and techniques for the mediation scenario and an approach
mainly based on the Semantic Web technologies for the discovery scenario. This
allowed a good separation of tasks between the two groups: indeed, the Politec-
nico group developed the mediation scenario, while the Cefriel group focused
on the discovery scenario. To improve the results and the timing, we assigned
one person the role of being the interface between Cefriel and Politecnico. Later,
we decided to mix our approaches; thus, we added process descriptions to the
discovery engine and we started to use mediation rules. This improved the inte-
gration between the developed applications and lead also to a better exchange
of knowledge between the two teams.

This proved to be really effective when the participants in the second phase
of the challenge were required to freeze their solution and face changes to the
4 http://sws-challenge.org/wiki/index.php/Scenario: Discovery II and
Composition

http://sws-challenge.org/wiki/index.php/Scenario:_Discovery_II_and_Composition
http://sws-challenge.org/wiki/index.php/Scenario:_Discovery_II_and_Composition
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scenarios in a limited amount of time in order to proof the flexibility of the initial
solution.

Besides the achieved results, this experience allowed the two groups to extend
their knowledge of the field of the other group, and to start a new challenging
research effort between Cefriel and Politecnico.

6 Related Work

The Semantic Web is a new research area that in the last five years produced a
great number of publications; However, few of them concern the systematic and
methodological development of applications. Some early proposals (e.g., [22])
offered the definition of UML profiles for easily handling ontological definitions;
however they haven’t been adopted because of the lack of an overall methodology.
A number of researches concentrated on the development of tools to support the
generation of semantic descriptions for existing Web Services [23,24,25]. [26]
presents an engineered approach to extraction of semantic annotations from
XML schemas and documents to be published in dynamic Web applications.
Most of these tools still require the learning of the annotation language used
(e.g., OWL-S or WSMO) and hence do not rise the level of abstraction required
from developers. Furthermore, they do not exploit the advantages of conceptual
models of the Web Services to semi-automatically derive any part of the semantic
descriptions.

Our research effort is more similar to the recent efforts of the Object Manage-
ment Group (OMG)5. The OMG proposed the Ontology Definition Metamodel
(ODM) [27] to define a suitable language for modeling Semantic Web ontology
languages and hence Semantic Web applications in the context of the Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) [28]. In [29] MIDAS, a framework based on MDA
to model and develop Semantic Web applications, is introduced. The proposed
framework focuses on the creation of Semantic Web Services and associated
WSML descriptions using a UML model according to the MDA approach. This
proposal inherits the limits of the MDA approach: the use of a UML model is
not always fitting the Semantic Web needs, and often the model is too far from
the implementation details to provide an effective automatic code generation.
Furthermore, MIDAS does not provide a clear overall roadmap to the design of
Semantic Web applications. The work of the W3C has created a Software Engi-
neering Task Force dedicated to the Semantic Web6 but its work is still under
development.These proposals can be regarded as first contributions to the field,
but they still do not provide a clear roadmap to the design of Semantic Web
applications.

Other research efforts are converging on the proposal of combining Semantic
Web Services (SWS) and Business Process Management (BPM) to create one
consolidated technology, which we call Semantic Business Process Management
(SBPM) [30]. This is based on the fact that mechanization of BPM can be
5 http://www.omg.org/
6 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/BestPractices/SE/

http://www.omg.org/
http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/BestPractices/SE/
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addressed through machine-accessible semantics, that can be naturally provided
by SWS frameworks (e.g., WSMO).

In the last years some efforts from the Web Engineering field have been
redirected towards methodologies for developing Semantic Web Information
Systems. Traditional Web design methodologies (like OOHDM [31]) and new
approaches (like Hera [32]) are now focusing on designing Semantic Web appli-
cations. However, these methodologies are not supported by an effective CASE
tool and they concentrate only on Semantic Web Portals instead of the develop-
ment of Semantic Web Services.

6.1 Comparison to Other Approaches to the SWS Challenge

Mediation scenario. Other teams submitted interesting solutions to the medi-
ation problem. In particular, [33] proposed a solution based on a SOA engineered
framework called jABC/Jeti, that for some aspects is similar to our solution. [34]
solved the process mediation using a BPEL engine, embedding it in the DIANE
framework that provides for the data mediation; a similar solution was provided
by the Meteor-S team [35]. The solution proposed by DERI [36], based on the
WSMO/WSMX framework [3] is perhaps the most interesting solution and the
most different with respect to ours. The DERI solution to the mediation sce-
nario is purely semantic. The schema describing RosettaNet PIP 3A4, Customer
Relationship Management (CRM), Order Management (OM) are ontologized.
Next, Semantic Web Services for the CRM and the OM are generated together
with the Goal templates for the service requester. The applied approach totally
decouples the two partners involved in the mediation. Incoming requests by Blue
are transformed to goal requests that are automatically matched against the best
available service (only Moon in this case). The Moon Web Service description
is associated with a choreography that specifies the legal interaction with the
service. In WSMO, choreographies [37] are described through Abstract State
Machines. In addition, a grounding must be defined from the semantic (WSMO)
descriptions to the syntactic (WSDL) descriptions. Lifting and lowering has to
be defined between the syntactic and semantic data models. WSDL descriptions
are automatically generated by Axis and published on a Jetty server (internal to
the WSMX). The WSMX runtime decomposes, according to provided mapping
rules, the Blue message data to the different required Moon messages.

Discovery scenario. Only three teams provided solutions for the discovery
scenario. The DERI WSMX-based solution from [36] is very similar to our solu-
tion. While in Glue WSMO is encoded in F-logic by means of Flora-2, the DERI
solution used KAON27 interfaced via the WSML2Reasoner framework as inter-
nal reasoner to inference over the provided functionality of a service. KAON2
supports complex rules and arithmetic expressions, therefore the WSMX dis-
covery component did not have to resort to an external arithmetic services but
required calculations were carried out internally within the context of reasoner.

7 http://kaon2.semanticweb.org
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Similarly to Flora-2, KAON2 is a high precision reasoner giving explicit re-
sponses without the direct support for fuzziness or preferences. DERI provided
simple support for preferences via non-functional properties within a goal which
specify the selection criteria for services. The DERI submission directly sup-
ports service contracting required when the shipping price has to be dynamically
obtained.

The solution provided by Jena university is based on DIANE [34], a system
that uses its own ontology language, called DE (DIANE Elements) and DSD
(DIANE Service Descriptions) [34]. Ontologies are very lightweight and the de-
scription elements of DSD used for ontologies can best be characterized as a
small subset of F-logic without rules and quantifiers. In DSD, service offers are
described as the set of effects that they can provide whereas service requests are
described as the set of effects that are accepted by requesters. DSD is able to
provide a more finegrained matching compared to Glue at the price of restricted
expressiveness and limited compatibility to other semantic service frameworks.

7 Conclusions

This paper summarized our experience of applying Semantic Web Service and
Web engineering techniques in the SWS Challenge 2006. We accomplished the
coverage of all the requirement of the challenge by teaming up approaches best
suited for each part of the challenge:

– we addressed the “mediation scenario” of the challenge with the WebML
design and implementation of the wwMediator through the usage of the
CASE tool WebRatio; and

– we addressed the “discovery scenario” by means of Glue WSMO discovery
engine that was augmented in the deployed Semantic Web Service applica-
tion and integrated with dynamic service invocation capabilities for provid-
ing negotiation.

Our approach extends the design flow supported for conventional Web ap-
plications [5] which leads the designer from the process modeling to the run-
ning Web application, by producing some intermediate artifacts (BPMN models,
WebML skeletons, data models, hypertext models). Such models are enriched
by imported ontological descriptions (on top of the figure) and are exploited
for semi-automatically generating WSMO-compliant semantic (at the bottom of
the figure): the ontology is derived from BP model, data model, and hypertext
model; the Web Services capability description is derived from hypertext model;
the choreography information is derived from BP model and hypertext model;
the user goals are derived from the BP model.

The merits of our solution were twofold: the rooting in the tradition of Soft-
ware Engineering and the use of sophisticated, up-to-date Web Enginnering tech-
nology. We have given the maximum attention to “the method”, consisting of
gathering requirements, producing formal specifications, and then adapting them
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to the new context of the Semantic Web. By using Webratio, models are automat-
ically transformed into JSP scripts with embedded data management commands
and with Web Service calls. Augmenting them so as to generate annotations and
WSMO-compliant components has been possible, once the semantics of these
components have been well understood in terms of classical E-R and BP mod-
els. Finally, the integration of WebRatio with Glue, the WSMO discovery engine,
shows the advantages coming from the joint application of Software Engineering
techniques and Semantic Web tools.

We believe that development methods and tools for the Semantic Web should
not be different from the classic paradigms which are now dominating soft-
ware design and deployment: habits of the software developer community should
not change. Therefore, Semantic Web developers should adapt classic (UML-
based) methods and tools hosted by classic tool frameworks (such as Eclipse).
We fully agree with Charles Petrie’s words: “If semantic technology has a fu-
ture — and I’m sure that it does — it’s in Software Engineering” [38]. Our
participation to the challenge is a first attempt in this direction, where two
groups of Web engineering experts and Semantic Web experts joined their cul-
ture, habits, and tool experience. The ability of our solution to adapt to changes
is mostly the merit of our use of enhanced Software Engineering methods and
platforms.

Our future work aims at implementing a complete extension of the WebML
methodology towards the design of Semantic Web Services applications, sup-
ported by a design environment based upon WebRatio [6]. Other ongoing work
at Politecnico di Milano and Cefriel can provide useful components to be used
in the framework. We already extensively presented Glue, a discovery engine
that can be used by Semantic Web applications with simple customization. In
addition, we are building generic tool support for XML-2-XML mapping based
on graphic notation and upon inference, that extends tools such as Clio [21] and
makes such technology available as part of the WebRatio environment; trans-
formations are developed by simple graphic drawings and are inferred whenever
appropriate [39]. Such transformations are the basis for the semi-automatic de-
velopment of “syntactic mediators” (i.e., those mediators doing simple format
transformations) and are in general very helpful for the design and the imple-
mentation of arbitrary mediators.
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